
Sweetwater Lake Working Group Meeting #4
January 10, 2023  |  6-8 PM
Meeting Location: Gypsum Rec. Center

MEETING PURPOSE:

● Discuss possible considerations and diverse priorities for the site
● Develop consensus regarding recreation uses including trails, trail use, and trailheads as well as parking

and equestrian amenities

MEETING AGENDA

TIME TOPICS & OBJECTIVES

10 Mins. Introductions & Agenda Review

10 Mins. Brief Updates
● [Standing] Comment Form Updates

Objective: Provide relevant project updates to the SLWG members about updated documents,
new information, and recent comments from the public.

20 Mins. Grounding: Considerations & Priorities
● Examples of potential considerations in recommendation-making

Objective: Acknowledge the role of trade offs in site planning, dive into key examples for
discussion and consideration, understand SLWG preferences for specific options.

5 Mins. Break

60 Mins. Discussion: Key Recreation Uses
● Trails, Trail Use, and Trailheads
● Parking and Equestrian Amenities

Objective: Develop group consensus around considerations and priorities for trails, trail use,
and trailheads as well as parking and equestrian amenities.

15 Mins. Wrap Up & Next Steps



 
 
 
 
 

 
MEETING SUMMARY  
Sweetwater Lake Working Group Meeting #4 
January 10, 2023  |  6-8 PM 
Meeting Location: Gypsum Rec. Center 
 
MEETING PURPOSE:  

● Provide relevant project updates as well as updated materials to the SLWG 
● Continue and dive deeper into discussion of tradeoffs and priorities at Sweetwater 
● Discuss key recreation uses with map for reference  

MEETING AGENDA:  
● Introductions & Agenda Overview 
● Brief Updates 
● Grounding: Considerations & Priorities  
● Discussion: Key Recreation Uses  
● Wrap Up & Next Steps 

MEETING TALKING POINTS 
● The community expressed concerns about short-term planning around Sweetwater Lake and how the 

USFS/CPW partnership will address the next few seasons while planning and developing the long term 
vision for the area.  

● The Project Team acknowledged community concerns and reiterated their goal to make progress as a 
group to develop a plan that can creatively address both the community needs as well as satisfy the 
relevant USFS/CPW requirements.  

● The Project Team underscored the unique opportunity SLWG members have to be at the table in 
creating the draft concept plan that will be evaluated through the formal NEPA process.  

● ACTION: USFS will work with  Scott Fitzwilliams to clarify requests and see if he can participate in the 
next SLWG meeting to provide concrete answers to community members around opportunities to 
restore the cabins and restaurant.   

● AGREEMENT: SLWG members will review and provide input on all future SLWG Agendas.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 

MEETING NOTES: 

Introductions & Agenda Review 
Melissa Bade kicked off the meeting by asking all participants to introduce themselves and reviewed the 
agenda. She asked if anyone had any comments or questions on the agenda. Derrick Wiemer stated that SLWG 
had met prior to this meeting with other community members and would like to share some of their thoughts 
and concerns. Melissa Bade offered for him to share, kicking off the project updates section.  
 
Project Updates 
Derrick Wiemer shared a letter written collectively by the Sweetwater community expressing their concerns 
about the progress of the SLWG meetings. Among their primary concerns were a lack of trust with USFS and 
CPW due to continued references to Sweetwater as a State Park, uncertainty about Short Term planning for 
the lake and local residents, and a fear that Adrienne Brink’s outfitting business was being driven out of 
business.  
 
The letter outlined the community’s desires for Sweetwater Lake:  

● Restoration of the cabins on site for public rentals,  
● Restoration of the Restaurant for public use,  
● And to generally restore and maintain historic uses of the property.  

 
After reading the letter, the Project Team engaged in a discussion with the SLWG around community concerns 
outlined in the letter. It was decided at the time to hold off on the original agenda planned for the meeting. 
USFS and CPW representatives acknowledged community concerns around short-term planning and noted 
areas where the process may have been misunderstood or misrepresented. 
 
Discussion of Community Concerns 
The project team responded to a few points outlined in the letter:  
 
In regards to the lack of trust due to references of Sweetwater as a State Park in recent news coverage, the 
project team apologized but stated that the messaging was ultimately beyond their control. They emphasized 
that, in line with what has been communicated to this group, the property has not yet been permitted as a 
State Park, though  that remains the intent of the State and of the USFS. CPW management of the property 
would mean the site would be designated as a State Park or State Recreation Area, both of which are 
effectively managed in the same manner. Without the State’s involvement, USFS noted they would not have 
the sufficient resources to maintain the property as it currently functions.  
 
Jacob Brey, CPW, emphasized that, no matter how the site is designated, the purpose of the SLWG is to discuss 
considerations for how the site is managed, not whether or not it becomes a State Park. The members of 
SLWG have the greatest opportunity to influence the alternative plans that will be submitted to the NEPA 
process in the Spring.  
 
The community expressed frustration that they had already stated clearly what they want for Sweetwater: 
restoring historic uses including the cabin rentals and the restaurant, and for Adrienne Brink, Brink Outfitters, 
to continue operations at the lake using these new facilities. They do not want to see any major changes in 
use.  
 



 
 
 
 
 

The community expressed frustration about the lack of progress around 
restoring the cabins and the restaurant for public use as well as the inability to receive clear answers from the 
planning team. Since the start of the project conversations, they are concerned nothing much has been done 
to improve the site, and instead they are just seeing their friend, Adrienne Brink’s business weaken. The 
community would like clarity around what this summer will look like- the next few months will be decisive for 
the summer season. The community expressed a desire to wait on long term planning until there is clarity for 
the next few years. SLWG members expressed that this effort has transitioned from a Save the Lake Campaign 
to Save the Community.  
 
Melissa Bade reflected to the group many of the key interests and concerns being expressed by both the 
community members and the project team. She pointed out that the goal of this group is to recognize the 
differing visions for the property: both the community’s and the project team, and develop creative solutions 
to meet the needs and interest of both groups.  
 
Bergen Tjossem, EVLT, stated that saving the lake was the goal, and that goal has been met. The project team 
has also shown dedication to understanding and incorporating community needs by forming this group and 
slowing down the process to ensure community voices are heard. The team genuinely cares about this part of 
the process, as indicated by the time and effort put into making these meetings happen every other week.  
 
The project team explained the reasoning that had been described in previous meetings: this group was 
convened to develop recommendations for the long term vision for the site based on community perspectives 
and needs. They understand the group’s desire to understand what will happen in the near term, but recognize 
that as a separate discussion.  
 
Next Steps 
Melissa Bade asked the SLWG members if they would prefer to talk about short term planning during the next 
meeting rather than discussing perspectives and preferences for the supported recreation uses at the site.  
 
The group said they would prefer to talk about the short term planning, but need to know what is on the table 
vs. off the table from the USFS perspective. Adrienne Brink stated that she would like some clear answers so 
that she has some direction, to potentially apply for grant funding or raise community funds on her own.  
 
Observation: Uncertainty about the near term was a key concern for community members. Gaining clarity one 
way or the other on certain decisions will increase agency of community members.  
 
ACTION: USFS will work with  Scott Fitzwilliams to clarify requests and see if he can participate in the next 
SLWG meeting to provide concrete answers to community members around opportunities to restore the 
cabins and restaurant.  
 
The project team asked to clarify: if restoring the cabins and restaurant are not at the table, does that mean 
that this group would no longer like to be a part of this pre-NEPA process to develop site plan alternatives?  
 
The community members took a break to discuss this question.  
 
Upon returning from the break, the SLWG indicated a desire to be involved with the planning process in 
tandem with having clarity in regards to restoring historic use of the cabins and the restaurant in the short 
term. The group continued to express concern for the short term over long-term planning efforts. A big 
question that was top of mind for SLWG members was how a State Park could have a positive impact on the 



 
 
 
 
 

community? How could they ensure that Sweetwater Lake becoming a 
State Park would not have a negative impact on the community?  
 
The project team emphasized that these are the questions that this group was formed to answer by discussing 
the details of the proposed site plan alternatives. The considerations that were on the agenda for today were 
designed to help the group have these conversations.  
 
The project team acknowledged that it may be beneficial for the SLWG members to have a greater role in 
developing the Agendas for these meetings. The project team spent a significant amount of time and effort to 
prepare the agenda for today, but the meeting goals didn’t align with the community’s desires.  
 
The SLWG members did not want to take over creating the agendas but agreed that they would like to have 
time to review and provide comments on the agendas moving forward.  
 
AGREEMENT: SLWG members will review and provide input on all future SLWG Agendas.  
 
Melissa Bade asked Garfield and Eagle Counties for any final comment or observation. Garfield County 
declined to comment. Marcia Gilles, Eagle County, recognized the group’s frustration and reiterated a call for 
all parties to work together moving forward to find collaborative solutions. 
 
Melissa Bade closed the meeting by stating that, she hoped by the next meeting, all participants would be 
ready to come to the meeting with a collaborative mindset, representing their interests rather than positions 
in order to develop creative solutions that could meet both community needs as well as USFS and CPW federal 
and state regulations.  
 
 

ATTENDANCE 

● USFS: Leanne Veldhuis, Mike Smith, Paula Peterson, Jes Pettee (Virtual) 
● CPW: Jacob Brey and Mark Lehman 
● EVLT: Bergen Tjossem 
● SLWG: Adrienne Brink (Brink Outfitters), Chris Estes, Katie Hood, Larry Mabry, Liz Mooney, Janet 

Rivera, Mary and Bill Stephens, Derrick Wiemer, Scott Green, Tim Hennum (Virtual) 
● CDR Associates: Melissa Bade and Cara Potter 

 

Present 
● Garfield County: Commissioner John Martin and Fred Jarman 
● Eagle County: Marcia Gilles 
● Colorado Sun: Jason Blevins  
● Other Community Members: Tammi Wiemer 
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INTRODUCTIONS & AGENDA 
REVIEW



// 1

// 2

// 3

// 4

Introductions + Agenda Review 

Brief Updates  

Recreation Use Discussion

Considerations & Priorities Discussion

// 5 Wrap Up & Next Steps 



BRIEF UPDATES



➔ Online Comment Form

◆ No new comment form responses

◆ 2 hand written letters from December

● Continuation of traditions and 

historic value

● Revival of facilities

● Importance of hunting

● Fishing and boating

Updates



CONSIDERATIONS & PRIORITIES



Overview 

➔ Any plan or set of alternative plans developed for 

Sweetwater will require changes 

➔ Based on agency missions, USFS and CPW prioritize 

outdoor recreation-based uses but can accommodate 

a spectrum of change 

➔ Leaves room to discuss and incorporate local priorities 



Example Considerations

● Electric hookups at sites // Generators 

● Local access // Volume of traffic for public use

● Large vehicles // Types of large vehicles

● Camping out of sight // Easily accessible from entrance

As we dive into discussion of recreation uses, 
considerations like these will arise: 

➢ We aim to gather perspectives and 
recommendations on priorities related to 
these considerations



DISCUSSION: 
KEY RECREATION USES



➔ Camping

➔ Equestrian Use

➔ Hiking

➔ Fishing

➔ Hunting (seasonal boundary change)

➔ Wildlife Watching

➔ Boating / Paddling (hand launched)

➔ Picnicking

➔ Rental of Items that Facilitate Use

Supported Recreation Uses 
➔ Winter: Ice Fishing, Snowshoeing 

(additional winter non-motorized) 

➔ Scenic Overlooks

➔ Viewing/Visiting Cultural Resources

➔ Food/Dining Services

➔ Cabin Rentals

➔ Day Use Events (needs further 

discussion) 

➔ Overnight Use (needs clarification) 



Today’s Discussion

● Trails, Trail Uses, and Trailheads
○ Hiking, Wildlife Viewing
○ Equestrian Use
○ Winter Non-motorized 

● Parking & Equestrian Amenities 

➢ We aim to gather your perspectives and 
recommendations on priorities related to these 
topics 



MAPS









➔ Number of trails

➔ Location of trails

➔ Trail connectivity

➔ Seasonal trail considerations

➔ Wayfinding and signage

➔ Recreation use types

➔ Infrastructure / facilities needed

Trails, Trail Use, & Trailheads 



➔ Volume of parking

➔ Parking for non-equestrian uses vs. 

equestrian use

➔ Amenities at a parking area

➔ Location(s) of parking

Parking



➔ What kind of amenities/infrastructure are 

specific to equestrian needs (hitchrails, 

unload ramps, feed/water troughs etc.)

➔ Anticipated volume of equestrian users

➔ Number of amenities/infrastructure

➔ Location(s)

Equestrian Amenities 



Parking & Equestrian Amenities 



Parking & Equestrian Amenities 



Palisades Campground: Example Dimensions 



WRAP UP + NEXT STEPS



Goals for next meeting (1/24 from 6-8pm): 

➔ Review relevant resource inventory information/how that informs 
recreation areas 

➔ Develop SLWG consensus on key recreation uses:

◆ SLWG Priorities for Recreation Use discussions (camping, overnight 

use, rentals, commercial uses) 

Upcoming Virtual Public Meeting (Late January/Early February)

Upcoming Meetings



Tentative Planning Timeline (November Update)



SLWG Discussion Topics

Recreation Uses

Types, volume, 
limitations, infrastructure 

to support use 
(e.g. camping, 

equestrian, lake access, 
etc.)

Historical 
Character

Financial 
Feasibility

Infrastructure

Buildings, restaurant, 
technological 
infrastructure, 

water/sewer systems

Public 
Input

Concept 
Plan

Visitation, 
Management & 

Operations

Road traffic, 
fees/access, restaurant, 

interpretation, etc.

Emergency 
Response & 

Safety

Cultural 
Resources

Cave, Native and 
Indigenous 

Peoples

Habitat & 
Conservation
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